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The exotic fruits brand
Frutti Mundo specialises in exotic fruit flavours. We offer a
varied choice of sorbets and ice creams, nectars, and
syrup- mixers. Our products are chosen for their great
taste and nutritional properties. Frutti Mundo combines
simplicity and superior quality, together with freshness
and experience.
Our products are guaranteed to satisfy anyone who
appreciates premium desserts and beverages.
We sell directly to consumers and supply restaurants and
bars that wish to provide their customers distinctive drinks
and frozen desserts (sorbets, ice creams, and soft ice).

Quality

Quality begins with our choice of raw materials. Our fruits are carefully selected by small - and
medium - scale farmers who value natural agriculture and are skilled in packaging and freezing
fruit pulps. Our supply chain connects farmers across the globe whose fruit cultivation is rooted
in family tradition. Our products contain only finest quality ingredients sourced directly from their
countries of origin. Frutti Mundo purchases some of its ingredients directly from producers and
pays them a fair price. Besides our commitment to using only top quality ingredients, we have a
special desire to support small - and medium-scale farming worldwide, producing goods that
combine tradition and innovation. That’s our idea of quality.

Our Sorbets and Ice Creams
Frutti Mundo sorbets and ice creams are 100% natural and expertly crafted.
We practice extreme care to preserve the nutritional properties of our raw
ingredients.

A Frutti Mundo novelty, Mamey is only
now been introduced to the European
market. Mamey sapote is well known for
its highly nutritious and fibre content. Its
taste is perfumed with almond, cherries
and sweet potato aromas. An absolute
must for those into exotic, highly
energetic produce. Mamey sorbets and
ice creams simply make it for the perfect,
elegant, original and infallible type of
dessert. Mamey shakes can keep you
active for most of the day.

Highly valued and with East origins,
Tamarind is a versatile fruit that
accompanies meals in various forms. Our
Tamarind products will let you taste this
aromatic fruit in its most natural form,
allowing you to enjoy a balanced
combination of sweet and sour tastes.
Known for its digestive and refreshing
properties, Tamarind makes it an ideal
dessert that combines well with other
exotic aromas. Combined or alone, Frutti
Mundo Tamarind products are an
indispensable choice for exotic fruit
lovers. Wait to try our upcoming Tamarind
and chilli combination!

Will lift your senses and bring instant
sweet and sour sensations to your palate.
Soursop is an absolute exotic fruit classic
available in different types of
presentations (sorbets/ice-cream and
drinks). Soursop sorbets and ice-creams
offer great nutritious content, sensations
and texture. Soursop is among the top
choices for those warm, summer days!
Refresh yourself with Soursop tastes that
will transport you to the confines of the
tropical jungles from the very first
mouthful.

Widely known as an exotic fruit classic,
our Mango sorbet proposes an elegant
and well balanced recipe that is both
refreshing and with an intense fruit taste.
Well-aired and showing vivid colours our
Mango sorbet will slowly surrender to
your scoop-spoon. Get ready! You may
have to serve more than one scoop. Have
it combined or alone and simply enjoy
Frutti Mundo’s version of a fruit classic
that you are most probably familiar with.

Frutti Mundo Caramel flavours are based
on goat milk produce. When cooked and
combined with brown sugars and species
(vanilla), goat’s milk makes a unique type
of Caramel ideal for ice creams and
shakes. In addition to top quality Caramel,
we use a diverse range of nuts to put an
extra naughty taste to our caramel choice.
Caramel ice cream is the typical sinners’
choice. Once you start eating our
Caramel products you will find it hard to
stop. Gluttony is on its way.

Within the citric choice, Tangerine is
perhaps the most delicate and sweet of
them all. Frutti Mundo Tangerine products
have an unmistakable aroma that will
seduce your sense of smell from the first
opening of the pack. Tangerine sorbets
and ice cream provide for a return to the
basics when it comes to tasting a delicate
citric based type of dessert. Tangerine is
the preferred choice for those looking
after bright colours, exotic aromas and
familiar citric tastes. Frutti Mundo
Tangerine sorbets and ice creams will
make you dream awake! Satisfaction
guaranteed.

